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This project proposal arose from an effort to contribute further to an understanding of fault

system geometry and dynamics on it, with an aim towards developing simulators for use in

the next generation UCERF efforts. Contributions to UCERF3 were also supported. The two

main thrusts were developing simualtors that can handle UCERF3 fault geometries, and extend-

ing the class of geometries and loading conditions they can handle. Work examining the role

that complex stranded geometries play in fault system dynamics was initiated, with interesting

preliminary results obtained. This last work is presented in the latter part of this report.

Three publications were supported by this project. Two were UCERF publications submit-

ted by the WGCEP, [Field et al 2014; 2015] of which the PI was a core member. A third is a

preprint addressing an question raised during a joint WGCEP NGA workshop: are aftershock

ground motions different from regular mainshocks? Interestingly, not only empirical ground

motion estimates, but a new deterministic model of aftershocks says the answer is yes! Some

results of this work are presented later in this report.
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Technical report

Remote loading of CA fault system

We have been examining the RSQSim platform in the context of the UCERF3 fault system,

seeking to develop alternative geometries and alternative loading mechanisms to aid in extend-

ing the epistemic set of candidate simulators for UCERF4. Two main lines of research have

been pursued. One is extending the type of loading, with an aim to go beyond backslip loading.

Figure 1 illustrates our progress on this problem.

Estimating seismic hazard is one of the core efforts of SCEC. As a key setting for integrat-

ing our physics and empirically based understandings of earthquakes, and of central societal

relevance, it stands as one of the flagship products our community produces. It also helps point

to where there are gaps in our understanding, and where there are opportunities for improve-

ment. With the completion of the time independent part of UCERF3, and sights shifting to the

time dependent UCERF3 and future UCERF4, a number of questions have arisen which point

to ways which physics-based simulators could contribute to these problems. The challenges

of merging time dependent behaviors, from short term aftershock clustering timescales to long

term elastic rebound timescales, is one such area. The potential for fault-geometry-based con-

ditional probability estimates is another (i.e. perhaps neighboring faults often fail together or

close in time?). One can imagine many potential ways of using physics-based simulators if they

were good enough to apply to the task. The question is, what would it take to be good enough?

And how do we make them better? This research aims to develop a line of earthquake sim-

ulators capable of being usefully applied to earthquake hazard problems at the UCERF scale.

It seeks to do this by developing a line of physics-based simulators able to interact with the

UCERF infrastructure, including assimilating UCERF fault system geometries, and outputting

fault based event sequences which can be read by UCERF tools and projected onto data metrics

used in current UCERF inversions.

Having developed these capabilities to simulate relevant fault systems, and project onto

data metrics, the research aims to diversify the line of models to both find tuned models better

matching data metrics, and explore the space of models satisfying consistency constraints with

data metrics. With the broadened class of models, one would then explore robustness and

uncertainties. This kind of effort will of course not all be accomplished in the first year, but

would be feasible on the timescale of integration into UCERF4, which would be the ultimate

goal of the modeling effort.

To go after these problems, we have been working to further develop and merge two lines

of research. In one line of work, we have successfully simulated UCERF3 based California

scale fault systems. These have been done in traditional black slip loading mode, as Figure 1a

illustrates. But we have also been pursuing an effort to load it in the far field, allowing the

system to partition slip in ways it wants to [Cooke and Marshall, 2006;Marshall et al., 2008].
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This is a much more challenging problem, in that the physics of how the system chooses to

partition deformation remains an open question, and how close one can get to the self organized

deformation to the observations is another. Figure 1b illustrates the intriguing progress we have

made in this direction, operating from remote loading and self organizing slip partitioning.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Slip rates on UCERF3 fault system in RSQSim simulations of long catalog of events. (a)

Backslip loading. Slip rates from summed catalogue shown here are indistinguishable from input long

term loading rates. (b) Remote loading. Slip rates have both some similarities and some differences

compared with observed rates in (a). Colorscale islog10 slip rate inmm/yr.

A second line of research we have been pursuing has involved looking at seismicity on

multi-stranded faults. This has enabled two significant advances. First, when there are multiple

strands combining extensional and compressional features in fault zones, lock up associated

with single rough faults [Dieterich and Smith, 2009] is significantly diminished, and much more

slip, and more crack like distributions of slip, can be accommodated. Figure 2 illustrates this

result using multiple faults [Shaw et al., 2014], here with band pass limited roughness [Dunham

et al., 2011].

In addition to enabling a better compatibility between geometry and deformation, the multi-

stranded rough faults produce a further major advance, in that they naturally deterministically

generate rich aftershock sequences. Figure 3 illustrates the spatial distribution of aftershocks

generated on the multi-stranded fault system [Shaw et al., 2014]. This has been a particular

difficulty for models, which have been shown to produce the time dependent Omori law clus-

tering, but have had difficulties getting the spatial and productivity features right. One can, of

course, put such features in by hand, and that is a line being pursued by a number of simulator

groups (Virtual California with added stochastic events [Yikilmaz et al., 2011]; RSQSim with

added stochastic small event seismicity based on stressing rates and resultant triggered seis-

micity rates [Dieterich, 1994;Dieterich and Smith, 2009]). Here, however, we are generating,
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Figure 2: Single strand versus multistrand fault system geometry. Fault geometry is shown in upper

panels. Slip-rate summed across fault system width is shown in lower panels. (a) Single strand fault

geometry. Colorscale shows slip. View is looking up from the bottom of the faults; there is more slip at

the top free surface. (b) Multiple strands. (c) Single strand, slip summed across directionsY and vertical

Z. (d) Multiple strands, slip summed across directionsY and verticalZ. Note in the slip rates on the

bottom how the multistrand (d) is more crack-like in it’s summed slip across the fault zone, while the

single strand (c) is tending to slip less and lock-up. From [Shaw et al., 2014].

spontaneously, deterministically complex clustered sequences. Figure 4 illustrates an exam-

ple of the benefits of such a system, where we have found that nearby aftershocks show, on

average, lower stress than other events [Shaw et al., 2014], giving a physical basis for empiri-

cally found lowered ground motions in GMPE’s for nearby aftershocks [Abrahamson and Silva,

2008;Chiou and Youngs, 2008]. These kinds of emergent behaviors can be put in by hand– or

not– in statistical approaches, but such statistical approaches don’t give guidance or insight into

whether or not such behaviors exist, and if so why. Here, with this new tool, we can explore the

physics of whether and why such behaviors occur. This work impacts our physical understand-

ing of aftershocks, and estimated ground motions assoicated with them. We anticipate it being

a useful input to the next stage OEF forecasting effort.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3: Aftershock Spatial Distribution. Number of aftershocks as a function of distance from the

mainshock hypocenter, binned in linear density. (a) Earthquake data from Northern California from

[Shaw, 1993]. Solid line is magnitude 4 mainshocks, with different curves being cumulative events at

increasing time intervals. Thin dashed lines are magnitude 5 mainshocks. Thicker dashed line is a1/r3

theoretical curve. (b) Model data. Here foreshocks and aftershocks of magnitude 5, and 6 mainshocks

are shown. Blue lines are foreshocks. Red lines are M5 mainshocks, magenta lines are M6 mainshocks.

Again, different curves are cumulative events at increasing time intervals. Dashed black line shows

constant surface density, a linear increase in linear density. Thick black line shows, for comparison,

spatial distribution of aftershocks from observed M5 mainshocks; note how red model M5 mainshock

lines compare favorably with thick black earthquake data line for the spatial dependence. From [Shaw

et al., 2014].
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(a) (b)

Figure 4:Lower median stress drops for nearby aftershocks relative to mainshocks in model. (a) Mean

stress drops averaged over rupture area as a function of magnitude. Red circles are averages for indi-

vidual mainshocks, blue circles are averages for individual nearby aftershocks. The blue circles tending

to lie below the red circles at a given magnitude indicates the apparent differences in the statistics of

the populations. Solid lines show averages for a given magnitude of the two populations, with yellow

showing mainshocks and cyan showing nearby aftershocks. (b) Physical origin for the lower mean stress

drops of nearby aftershocks. The effect comes from rerupturing of mainshock area which has rehealed

less, and thus has lower dynamic strength drop. Plot shows friction drop versus initial friction value,

averaged over source area for individual events. Colors show average of log of state variable. The blue

points in the lower left show events which have been stuck for a shorter time and thus tend to have a

lower strength drop when they rerupture relative to the parts of the fault which have been stuck a long

time, shown in red points. From [Shaw et al., 2014].
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